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Abstract— Network researchers often need to evaluate newly
proposed algorithms and protocols over realistic topologies.
Many researchers use random networks for such evaluations.
Unfortunately, random networks do not accurately model real
networks and important parameters such as link metrics or
iBGP configurations are often ignored. We propose IGen, a
freely available topology generator that uses network design
heuristics to generate realistic IP network topologies. We explain
the objectives of IGen and describe the topology generation
process in details.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is being increasingly important for the network community to take into consideration network design objectives
for the generation of network topologies. The evaluation of
network protocols and applications, be it through simulation
or over a testbed, requires a careful selection of the underlying network topology. Not all protocols are sensitive to the
same topology parameters. Voice/Video over IP protocols for
example will be sensitive to the delay between participants
as well as to their geographic distribution while for peer-topeer protocols (P2P), the heterogeneity of link capacities has
more impact on the performance [34]. In the case of routing
protocols and traffic engineering methods, another relevant
property of the topology is its path diversity, i.e. the existence
of alternative paths with different properties between a source
and a destination.
The problem of obtaining an accurate picture of the Internet
topology is not new. We do not know the exact shape of the
Internet today, especially at the router level. There are multiple
reasons for this. First, the internal structure of domains is
very rarely disclosed, operators being reluctant to publish the
detailed topology of their network. Attempts at discovering the
Internet topology through traceroutes [37], [36] miss several
links and suffer from aliasing issues. Second, we only have a
partial view of the interconnection of domains. Obtaining it by
looking at BGP routing tables from a small set of monitoring
points [38] provides a gross picture of the Internet graph.
However, a large number of edges, especially private peering
links cannot be discovered through this method. In addition,
the interdomain graphs that we have do not tell how many
links actually connect two domains together. Finally, despite
several attempts [38], [14], inferring the routing policies or
the business relationships [19] between domains has remained
an open problem. This is however of crucial importance when

interdomain paths need to be computed.
On the other hand, today, no topology generator is able to
produce router-level topologies of the Internet in a satisfactory
way. Pure degree-based topology generators such as BRITE
[27] and GT-ITM [7] seldom produce realistic topologies as
they do not take into account network design objectives and
constraints [25]. Objectives such as minimizing the latency,
dimensioning the links, adding redundancy or minimizing the
network budget are not taken into account by these generators. Moreover, the constraints due to the fixed geographical
location of PoPs are ignored. Finally, to our knowledge, the
assignment of administrative costs to links, as required by
intradomain routing protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS, has
never been considered by topology generators. The same is
missing at the interdomain level, where routing policies related
to the business relationships should be assigned to interdomain
links to contrain the selection of paths by BGP.
In this paper, we propose a methodology to build more
realistic router-level topologies by relying on network design
heuristics. Our methodology addresses the problem of network
provisioning, and the assignment to links of administrative
costs and routing policies. Our methodology has been implemented in IGen1 , an open-source topology generation toolbox. Through the selection of heuristics and parameters, the
user can direct IGen towards certain design goals, such as
optimizing the network for delay or throughput. IGen will generate router-level network topologies accordingly. Generated
topologies can be arbitrarily scaled in terms of the number of
nodes and the size of PoPs.
The paper is organised as follows. We first explain in
Section II the requirements of Internet topologies suitable for
the evaluation of network applications and protocols. Second,
we describe our methodology for generating topologies in
two parts. Section III focuses on the generation of the internals of a single domain while Section IV explains how to
connect domains together to form an Internet-like topology.
We survey in Section V, the approaches currently being used
by researchers to infer or generate Internet-like topologies.
Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
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II. M OTIVATIONS AND

REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we describe the key characteristics that we
believe a model of the Internet topology should capture to be
suitable for the evaluation of interdomain routing and traffic
engineering. These requirements cover both the intradomain
and the interdomain characteristics of the topology. We list
them here and explain them in details in the subsequent
sections.
• Network design: A network topology is the outcome
of a careful network design process combined with the
application of design guidelines.
• Geographical location: Network design choices are
constrained by the geographical location of nodes to
interconnect.
• Network provisioning: The network capacity is provisioned according to a traffic demand.
• Selection of paths: Networks are configured so as to
prefer some links or paths over others. This selection
depends on administrative costs for intradomain paths and
on routing policies for interdomain paths. The organization of BGP sessions inside a network can also impact
the path selection.
A. Network design
Real world networks are the outcome of a careful design
process. The network design problem consists of multiple,
sometimes contradictory objectives. No single optimal solution
exists, rather a front of possible solutions. The network design
problem has been fairly well discussed in the literature, in
particular by [6], [21]. The objectives of network design may
be summarized in minimizing the latency, dimensioning the
links so that the traffic can be carried without congestion,
adding redundancy so that rerouting is possible in case of
link or router failure and, finally, the network must be designed
at the minimum cost.
Usually, a network designer knows the set of nodes that
are to be interconnected as well as a prediction of the
traffic demand between these nodes. It will then use network
design tools such as Cariden MATE [9], Delite [6], WANDL
IP/MPLSView [43] or OPNET SPGuru [32] to build a network
design that will accomodate the traffic demand. Designing
a good network is a time-consuming task though. Indeed,
designing an optimal network is computationaly expensive.
Its complexity is roughly evaluated to O(n5 ) by [21]. This
is the reason why network designers often rely on heuristics.
In addition, the network designers will often need to produce
several instances of a network design before their objectives
are reached and their budget can accomodate it.
Real world networks are often designed with additional
constraints in mind. For instance, routers have a maximum
degree that corresponds to the maximum number of interfaces
they can support [25]. Core routers for instance have an high
bandwidth but a limited number of interfaces. In constrast,
distribution and access routers can support a larger number of
interfaces but their total bandwidth is lower. This leads to a 2-

or 3-levels network hierarchy with an increasing aggregation
of traffic in the top (core) level. Another pragmatic constraint
to the design of a network can be the availability of rack space
or power supply in a colocation. In addition to this, network
designers apply design guidelines [35], mainly for the design
of robust networks. An interesting point to note is that a book
such as [35] contains no “maths” at all. In practice, network
design is thus more than a pure mathematical optimization
problem.
B. Geographical location of routers
Communication networks are built for the purpose of interconnecting computers and people that have a fixed geographical location (at least for wired networks). The Points of
Presence (PoPs) of a network, i.e. the places where networking
equipment has been deployed, will often be located in areas
with significant human or industrial activity. A study by
Lakhina et al. [23] has shown that there is a strong correlation
between the location of routers and the location of urban
and industrial areas. This geographical constraint has an
important impact on the design of networks. Given the state of
communications technology, the distance between two points
defines a lower bound on the propagation delay between these
points. Whatever the network designer does, this delay cannot
be shortened. The designer only has freedom in the selection
of how the geographical locations can be interconnected given
a financial budget.
The geographical location of networks has also an impact
on the interconnection of networks. Networks administered by
a single authority are called domains or Autonomous Systems
(ASs). Domains need to be connected together to allow global
connectivity. When it comes to interconnecting two domains
together, the location of their respective PoPs has an impact
on where the interdomain links can be deployed. If possible,
a domain will often prefer to peer with a neighbor that has
local connectivity (often in the same or nearby PoP) rather
than relying on the deployment or acquisition of additional
long-distance links.
C. Network provisioning
Surprisingly, the assignment of capacities to links has
received little attention in the topology generators currently
in use [27], [7]. Yet these are of tremendous importance for
network protocols. We are not the first to pinpoint the need for
taking these parameters into consideration. [25] for example
proposed to measure the total network throughput based on
the links and routers capacities.
The link capacities will place a bound on the amount of
traffic a network can accomodate. However, most topology
generators assign these capacities in a random manner. In
BRITE [27] for instance, bandwidth can be assigned to links
according to uniform, exponential or Pareto distributions. Random assignment of link capacities is interesting since it allows
to generate many different assignments. However, it is very
unlikely to produce link capacity assignments that are realistic.
An example of a more realistic link capacities assignment was
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given by Norden [30]. It relied on the computation of link
capacities sufficiently large to carry a traffic demand, using
linear programming (see [17]).
D. Administrative cost metrics
Another important parameter of IP networks is the assignment of administrative costs to links. These costs or IGP
weights are used by routing protocols such as IS-IS or OSPF
to compute the least-cost paths. The selection of these weights
will therefore influence the selection of the paths used to cross
the network. Real networks use a few well-known schemes to
assign these weights depending on their objectives. Schemes
exist to optimize the network for delay or for throughput or a
combination of both. It is possible to integrate such schemes
in the generation of topologies.
E. BGP sessions graph
The physical Internet topology is overlayed by a graph of
BGP sessions. This graph has two important characteristics
that influences the selection of paths by the interdomain
routing protocol, BGP. The first one is the presence of policies
on external BGP (eBGP) sessions. These policies constrain the
authorized interdomain paths [19]. The second characteristic
is the graph of internal BGP (iBGP) sessions within each domain. The default graph is a clique, but it quickly becomes too
large when the number of routers in the domain grows. For this
reason, hierarchical iBGP topologies have been introduced.
These topologies rely on the utilization of route-reflectors. The
introduction of route-reflectors in an iBGP topology can cause
important changes in the selection of interdomain routes [41].
Typically, small domains will use a full-mesh of iBGP sessions
while larger domains will organize their iBGP topology around
route-reflectors [35].
III. ROUTER - LEVEL TOPOLOGY GENERATION
In this section, we present a new structural approach to
the design of router-level network topologies. Our method
is similar to the approach followed by a network designer.
The network designer typically starts with the set of nodes
to be interconnected and possibly an estimation of their
traffic demand. It will then use network design heuristics and

operational guidelines in an incremental manner to build a
close-to-optimum topology.
The methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is implemented
in IGen, an open-source topology generator. The methodology
is composed of 6 main steps. For each step, the user of IGen
can specify its own design goals.We describe each step in more
details in the following subsections.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Placing routers: The methodology relies on a set of
nodes with their geographical location.
Identification of PoPs: In a first step, the nodes are
grouped into PoPs, based on their geographical location.
We also identify within each PoP nodes that will be part
of the backbone.
Building the topologies of PoPs: In a second step, the
structure of each PoP is built. We rely on operational
practice to build realistic PoP structures.
Building the backbone topology: In a third step, a
topology for the backbone is produced. This is basically
a graph which interconnects all the backbone nodes of
the PoPs. Various heuristics can be used to generate the
backbone.
Link capacities and network paths selection: In an
optional step, capacities and IGP weights can be assigned
to links. IGP weights will influence the selection of
intradomain paths by an IGP.
iBGP topology design: Finally, the network topology can
be overlayed with a graph of iBGP sessions. Different
iBGP graphs are possible.

A. Placing routers
Our methodology requires an initial set of nodes with
geographical coordinates as input. The most obvious source
is to rely on an existing network, but it is not always possible
to obtain the location of routers for confidentiality reasons.
Another possibility is to generate the set of nodes randomly.
For this purpose, we designed a set of polygons, each one
representing a continent and we generated router locations
using two independent and uniformly distributed random variables X and Y. We constrained the resulting coordinates to
fall into a selected subset of polygons to generate regional or
international networks.

Another example of suitable geographic locations is provided by IP-geoloc databases. We experimented with MaxMind [1], a database obtained by a technique of geographic
mapping of Internet hosts [33]. We crossed the database with
a BGP routing table dump obtained from RouteViews[28] at
the same date in order to group IP addresses in BGP domains.
We were thus able to obtain a realistic source of geographical
locations of hosts for a large number of domains. Among these
locations, we can pick those contained within a single domain
as input for the generation.
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Structure of a PoP (n = 2 and k = 2).

B. Identification of PoPs
A Point of Presence (PoP) is a physical location where a
domain has equipment [35]. The location of a PoP is typically
a building in a city, a metropolitan area or a zone of industrial
activity [23]. A first characteristic of a PoP is that the routers
that it contains are geographically close to each other (many
of them are usually in the same room).
To identify the PoPs of the network, we use clustering
methods to build groups of nodes. The methods we use are
based on the geographical distance between the nodes, based
on the traffic demand or a combination of both. We rely on
K-Medoids [26] to group the nodes into clusters. This method
takes a single parameter K which is the number of clusters that
we want to obtain. Another way to group nodes into clusters
would be to rely on a lattice. Nodes lying in the same cell
are grouped to form a PoP. In this case, the parameter of the
clustering algorithm is the size of the cell.
C. Generating the PoPs topologies
The structure of a PoP is often carefully designed. There are
well-known operational practices to build a PoP [35], [22],
[20]. A first topological characteristic of a PoP is that it is
the place where traffic is aggregated. Usually, at the edge of
the network, there are many small capacity links connecting
to customers and neighboring domains. These links connect
to access routers that have a high degree. The access routers
are then connected to backbone routers. A second topological
characteristic of a PoP is that it is often designed to be robust
to failures. Typically, to be resilient to a single link failure,
an access router will connect to at least 2 backbone routers
in the PoP while backbone routers will be densely connected
together. In [22], Iannaccone et al. discuss the structure of
Sprint, a large international transit network and explain that
the backbone routers in a PoP are connected to form a clique.
Such PoP structure is common as it has been described in
operator forums for other large networks [20].
Our methodology for building the structure of a PoP is
inspired from the above operational practice. We show in
Fig. 2 the topological structure of a typical PoP design [22].
For each PoP, we select the n most central nodes (geographically speaking) as backbone routers. The backbone nodes of
a PoP are densely connected together using for instance a
tour that guarantees 2-edge-connectivity or a clique. Then, the
remaining nodes of the PoP, which model access nodes are
connected to the PoP’s backbone nodes using at least k edges.

Using k ≥ 2 guarantees redundancy in case of failure (n ≥ 2
is also needed).
D. Generating the backbone topology
Once each PoP has been generated, the next step consists
in connecting them together. In the real world, the PoPs are
usually interconnected with multiple links in the backbone. In
[22] for instance, Iannaccone et al. indicate that in the Sprint
backbone, each PoP is connected to a subset of the other PoPs.
A full-mesh would obviously be too expensive. On the other
hand, a simple star-topology is not recommended.
In practice, network designers rely on a variety of meshgeneration heuristics [29], [6], [21]. Their operation usually
consists in building a seed network topology with built-in
requirements such as a maximum number of hops separating
each pair of nodes or a minimum connectivity. Then, they
proceed iteratively, adding or removing links in order to satisfy
additional constraints (path-diversity, link utilization for a
given predicted demand). This part is often time-consuming
due to the evaluation of many metrics performed at each
iteration. At the end, the heuristic leads to a close to optimum
mesh design.
The main heuristics implemented in the current version of
IGen are summarized in Table I. We briefly describe each
heuristic in the following paragraphs2.
MENTOR
MENTour
Two-Trees
Delaunay
Multi-Tours

Hybrid MST-SPT
Minimum length hamiltonian cycle
Union of two edge-disjoint MSTs
Delaunay triangulation
Union of Cycles

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF MAIN BACKBONE GENERATION HEURISTICS .

The first backbone design heuristic we consider is known
as MENTOR [6] and builds a hybrid minimum spanning
tree/shortest-path tree (MST-SPT). The idea behind MENTOR
is to find a central node from which to start and use a Dijkstra
approach where the labels of nodes are not only the distance
from the root, but a linear combination of the distance from
the root (start) node and the distance from the previous node.
2 More in-depth descriptions can be found in the IGen technical report
available from http://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/softwares/igen
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Various mesh designs for a 20-nodes topology located in Australia.

The second component pushes to minimize the total network
span. The linear combination is driven by a parameter α which
varies between 0 and +∞. With α = 0, the heuristic generates
a MST while with α = 1, the resulting tree is close to
an SPT. This heuristic has similarities with the Heuristically
Optimized Trade-offs (HOT) proposed by Fabrikant et al. [15].
In the HOT approach, nodes arrive uniformly at random in
the unit square. The new nodes attach to a previously arrived
node based on the same combination of distances than in
MENTOR. The difference with HOT is that MENTOR relies
on nodes whose geographical location is known in advance.
In MENTOR the starting node is the centroid of the set of
vertices.
Since trees are weak networks, i.e. they are not robust to
single failures, another heuristic called MENTour [6] can
be used. This heuristics directly builds a 2-edge-connected
network by computing a minimum length hamiltonian cycle.
Since computing a minimum length hamiltonian cycle is an NP
complete problem, we rely on a Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP) approximation heuristic to compute the cycle. We use
the furthest-neighbor heuristic. A variation of MENTour is a
heuristic where the set of nodes is initialy partitionned and a
tour is computed for each subset. Tours are then connected
together. We call this heuristic Multi-Tour and it provides
networks composed of multiple rings.
Another way to produce a 2-edge-connected network is the
Two Trees method [21] which builds 2 MSTs. The TwoTrees
method which is due to [29] relies on the combination of two
trees to form a network. Good candidate trees are MSTs. The
method we have chosen starts with the MST on the complete
set of edges E. Then it removes the edges of the first tree from
E and searches in the resulting graph a second MST which is
thus edge-disjoint with the first MST. The produced graph is
the union of both MSTs. Note that other trees may be used to
generate such networks [21].
Finally an interesting mesh generation technique consists in
computing a Delaunay triangulation of the backbone nodes.
A Delaunay triangulation [11] is a special type of triangulation
graph. It is unique and it is the dual of the Voronoï diagram.

The Voronoï diagram is a partition of the space into polygons
called sites. Each site contains a single vertex and covers the
area of points that are closer to the vertex than to any other
vertex. The Delaunay triangulation is a graph that connects
two vertices together if their sites in the Voronoï diagram are
adjacent. It therefore connects the sites that are close to each
other. The Delaunay triangulation has the interesting property
that it contains the MST. Using a Delaunay triangulation
produces a topology with alternate paths between nodes, while
minimizing the number of such paths. This is an efficient way
of obtaining a cost-effective topology with redundancy. If the
Delaunay triangulation is too costly in terms of the number of
edges, it is possible to remove the edges that are never used
after any single edge failure of the network.
We show in Fig. 3 a visual illustration of the backbones
generated by the various heuristics to interconnect a randomly
generated set of 20 vertices covering Australia. The (a) network is the MST, it is the network that minimizes the link
mileage. Networks (b) and (c) illustrate how the parameter
of MENTOR can build trees between the MST and the SPT.
The (d) network is composed of a unique tour that traverses
each node. Networks (e) and (f) are composed of multiple
interconnected tours. Network (g) is the union of two disjoint
MSTs. Finally, network (h) is composed of triangles.
E. Assigning IGP weights
Once the topology has been generated, it is possible to
assign IGP weights to the links. In the current version of IGen,
we provide two schemes to assign IGP weights.
The first scheme consists in assigning to each link an IGP
weight that is proportional to the link propagation delay
or the link mileage. In a least-weight routing scheme, this
weights assignment leads to the selection of intradomain paths
with the smallest delay. This is the scheme used in Abilene,
the US research backbone network.
The second scheme consists in basing the IGP weight of
links on the inverse of their capacity and is known as the
Cisco default metric. This scheme leads to intradomain paths
using the highest bandwidth links and it is supposed to favour

Equal-Cost-Multi-Path (ECMP) in a least-weight routing configuration. GEANT, the pan-european research backbone relies
on this scheme with small adaptations to shorten the delay
between specific nodes.
F. Assigning capacities
In this step, the generator can assign capacities to links.
The capacities are selected among a set of discrete values
that correspond to existing link technologies (for example
2.4Gbits/s for an OC-48 link). We can use two different
methodologies to assign the capacities.
The first method relies on the fact that traffic aggregation
occurs mostly in the backbone. Therefore, we make the
assumption that the bandwidth of the backbone links is usually
larger than the bandwidth of the links between backbone and
access routers. For the topology generator this means that two
distinct link capacities can be assigned: high bandwidth into
the backbone, for example 10Gbit/s, and lower bandwidth at
the access, for example 1Gbit/s.
The second method is more traffic oriented, and as such,
it requires the knowledge of the traffic demand. The link
capacities are assigned in order to ensure that the matrix
of traffic demand can be accomodated. For this purpose, we
compute the All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) and we simulate
the forwarding of traffic demand between all pairs of nodes
in order to compute the utilization of each link. If there are
multiple equal-cost paths, the volume of the demand is split
equally among the available paths as in [16].
The above methodology can be refined so as to limit the
maximum link utilization to a predefined level τ . This corresponds to real world operational practice where for instance,
links are often given a capacity such that the load will be 40 to
50 % [40]. The rationale behind this practice is to keep spare
capacity in order to accomodate the variations of the traffic
demand as well as its evolution.
G. Design of the iBGP topology
The final step of IGen can automatically generate the
topology of BGP sessions within the network. This logical
topology can strongly differ from the physical topology. There
are two typical configurations of BGP within a domain. The
first one is a full-mesh of iBGP sessions, meaning that each
router has an iBGP session with all the other routers. This
requires n.(n − 1)/2 sessions. Fig. 4 shows on the left an
example of a simple network topology composed of two PoPs
and, on the middle, the full-mesh iBGP topology for the same
network.
The second common iBGP deployment is an iBGP hierarchy where routers are divided in two groups: route-reflectors
and the other routers named clients. The route-reflectors are
allowed to propagate BGP routes to their clients [4]. An
example of an hierarchical iBGP topology is shown on the
right part of Fig. 4.
In IGen, it is possible to generate the iBGP topology as
a full-mesh or as an hierarchy where backbone routers are
configured as route-reflectors to which the other routers in the
PoPs are connected as clients.

IV. I NTERDOMAIN

TOPOLOGY GENERATION

This section deals with the generation of topologies composed of multiple domains. The ultimate goal is the generation
of complete router-level Internet topologies. We rely on the
methodology explained in Section III to build the topology
of each domain separately. Then, we merge all the topologies
and we add links to connect domains together. We need to
solve two problems when connecting domains together. First,
we need to obtain or generate a graph of domains where
each edge tells what business relationship [19] is established
between the connected domains: customer-provider or peer-topeer. Second, we need to decide if the interconnection between
two domains is organized across multiple peering links and
where these links are deployed.
To obtain a graph of domains, we rely on AS-level topologies such as the ones inferred by Subramanian et al. [38].
This dataset3 contains the interdomain relationships that exist
between Internet domains. It is also possible to rely on
synthetic AS-level topologies with embedded policies such as
those produced by GHITLE [12]. We cannot rely on traditional
degree-based AS-level topology generators [27] as they do not
care with routing policies.
To determine the number of peering links used to connect a
pair of domains together, we rely on the size of these domains.
Our hypothesis is that the larger the domains are, the larger
the number of peering links will be.jWe implement this kbased
N .N
on an empirical formula Nij = 1 + (N − 1). (maxi i Nji )2 that
gives the number of interdomain links Nij between domains
i and j as a function of the sizes of these domains in terms of
the number of routers. Ni and Nj are the number of routers
in domain i and j respectively. The maximum size used as
a normalization factor is computed on all the domains in the
graph. This formula gives a number of links that is in the
interval [1, N ]. The value N is a parameter fixed by the user.
Finally, to place the links, we rely on the assumption that
two domains will preferably connect at places where both
are present. Our algorithm to select the endpoints of the Nij
interdomain links is as follows. We start with Nij links to
select. In the first iteration, we search among the Ni × Nj
pairs of routers the shortest link (u1 , v1 ). Then, we remove
from the set of possible endpoints the vertices u1 and v1 .
We iterate with the updated set of vertices until Nij links are
placed.
V. R ELATED WORK
Several approaches to the generation of Internet router-level
topologies suitable for simulation have been proposed in the
literature. The first and most natural approach was to rely on
existing network topologies. This approach is limited due to
the difficulty of obtaining the topology of operational networks
today. Most network operators still feel nervous when asked
to reveal a precise view of their network topology. There
3 We are aware of the limitations of such dataset [13]. In particular the
utilization of a small set of vantage points located mostly in the core of the
Internet misses a large number of shared-cost and backup peerings.
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have then been proposals for inferring network topologies
at the router-level from measurements. Rocketfuel [37] is
the most famous of these techniques and it relies on the
result of several traceroutes. Unfortunately, since traceroutes
only perform a sampling of the real network topology, these
techniques sometimes miss multiple paths between routers
[24], [39]. In addition, these techniques sometimes fail to
resolve router aliases resulting in links and routers that do
not really exist [39], [36].
At the AS-level, techniques such as [38] have been proposed
to infer the business relationships between domains from multiple BGP routing table dumps. These techniques also provide
an undersampling of the real interdomain topology since BGP
routing tables only contain the best routes selected by BGP
[2]. These topologies are thus not representative of the actual
diversity of the AS-level paths. A systematic study of the
completeness of the inferred topologies based on local views
was provided by Willinger et al. [10]. In addition, inferred ASlevel topologies do not provide information on the number of
peering links between domains nor information on the internal
structure of domains. Other inferrence techniques have been
proposed later, such as [5] and [13]. The latter shows that more
peering links can be discovered when using BGP updates.
However these techniques suffer from limitations similar to
those studied in [10].
Another approach consists in generating synthetic topologies sharing selected properties with the real Internet. Available generators such as BRITE [27] or GT-ITM [8] produce topologies that respect graph properties seen in the
real Internet. GT-ITM for instance allows to build routerlevel topologies with a backbone/access hierarchy. Nodes are
placed randomly on a map and connected using a probabilistic
model such as Waxman [42]. The problem of this approach
is that topologies are generated in order to mimic pure graph
properties. They fail to capture the optimization process that
is also at the basis of real ISP topologies.
In [3], Alderson et al. have presented a novel approach
to the design and generation of realistic Internet topologies
which reposes on taking into account the economical and
technical driving forces of the Internet. Their idea consists
in formulating the network design problem as an optimization

problem which takes as input a traffic demand and produces
a router/host level topology. Later, in [25], Li et al. have
proposed new metrics for evaluating generated topologies.
They have used their metrics to evaluate various generated
topologies and compare them to real networks and Heuristically Optimal Tradeoffs (HOT) networks [15] that have the
same node-degree distribution. They concluded that topologies
generated without taking into account economical and technical constraints perform poorly. They also predicted that future
topology generators should not be built on pure graph-theoretic
properties but upon more pragmatic properties such as the
maximum throughput that can be achieved by the network
and its resilience to failures.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that network topologies are
the outcome of a careful design process taking into account
several objectives such as the minimization of the latency
and the accomodation of a traffic demand. Moreover, these
optimization objectives are combined with additional constraints such as the location of nodes to interconnect and the
robustness to failures. Today, most network researchers still
rely on randomly generated topologies that have often nothing
in common with real networks.
We have proposed another methodology for building more
realistic network topologies. Our methodology uses network
design heuristics similar to those used by network designers.
We have implemented this methodology in IGen, a publicly
available topology generation tool-box. In IGen, the topology
structure is explicitly driven by the user’s design goals. By
selecting among a large choices of mesh generation heuristics
as well as parameters such as how the link capacities or IGP
weights are assigned, the user can direct IGen to generate a
large number of different topologies.
IGen is an initial step towards building more realistic network topologies with explicit design objectives. The methodology has plenty of room for refinements. For example, to assign
link capacities, we plan to simulate the single-link/router
failures and compute the capacity required to accomodate all
(or a subset of) the failures similarly to commercial network
design tools [43]. We plan to add optimized IGP weights such
as computed by Fortz et al. [18] or Nucci et al. [31].
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